
to gather stones together;
A time to embrace, and a time to refrain 

from embracing; 
A time to seek, and a time to lose; 

A time to keep, and a time to cast away;
A time to rend and a time to sew;

A time to keep silence, and a time to 
speak;

A time to love, and a time to hate; 
A time for war, and a time for peace.

God has made everything beautiful in 
its time.

This wise person understood time 
differently that we do. He is writing 
after the Babylonian Exile to catalog 
various seasons of life. There are 28 all 
total, and each is an undeniable part 
of human existence.  For this teacher, 
things are the way they are because 
God set it all in motion. The universe 
unfolds according to its own inner logic 
and set of seasons. Only God knows 
why existence is set up the way it is 
it. In the face of an inscrutable world 
created by an inscrutable God, we 
should not waste our energy railing 
against life; instead, we are advised 
to be happy and enjoy ourselves for 
as long as we can. Since there are so 
many things that we cannot control, it 
is wise to live gratefully, to bring joy 
where we can enjoy the gifts that God 
gives. Ecclesiastes would tell us that 
we should, forever and always, stand 
in awe before God, from whose mighty 
acts nothing can be added or taken 
away. God is the creator of time. God 
sets the rhythm of reality with a time 
to mourn, to dance, to gather in and to 
let go. 

Knowing what time it is differentiates 
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As a student at Southern Seminary, it fell 
to me to preach in chapel. When I arrived 
to check in with the sound technician, he 
wired me with microphone and then told 
me to take notice of a small box sitting 
beneath the sound console. “That,” he 
said, “will be the cue for you should you 
run over time. The green light means you 
still have time. The yellow light will blink 
to caution you that you have about two 
minutes left, but if the red light comes 
on, the microphone will be turned off.” 
I knew that I would not veer from my 
manuscript and I had practiced many 
times. To hear him say, however, that 
time was being kept, felt completely 
different!

While we may not have lights to warn 
us of our time, all of us are keenly aware 
of time. Whether the reminder is worn 
around our wrists, our phones, next 
to our beds, and even on our TVs, we 
know that sometimes time is on our side 
while at others, time is fleeting like the 
shifting sands of an hour glass! With a 
New Year beginning, maybe it is time to 
re-think the precious gift of time that we 
have been given. Here is what the writer 
of Ecclesiastes, an ancient teacher of 
wisdom, says:

For everything there is a season, and a 
time for every matter under heaven:
A time to be born, and a time to die;

A time to plant, and a time to pluck up 
what is planted;

A time to kill, and a time to heal;
A time to break down, and a time to 

build up;
A time to week, and a time to laugh;

A time to mourn, and a time to dance;
A time to cast away stones, and a time 
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Dear Friends,
Thank you for wanting 

to read and study these 
thoughts more 

carefully. Please know that 
I do not take full credit 

for anything that may be 
contained within, because 
I may have read or heard 
something at some point 

during my pilgrimage 
and do not remember its 
source and thus, cannot 
give the rightful author 

his/her credit. I pray that 
you will find inspiration 

and encouragement.

Sarah Shelton

A Time to...
Ecclesiastes 3:1-8, 11

(Joanna Adams sermon, “Should There Be a Clock in the Sanctuary,” was a huge help in developing this sermon.  I found it on Day1.org #1677)



the foolish from the wise. Some hold on for dear life 
to that which is actually finished and done. Some 
refuse to let go of a relationship that has ceased to 
be nourishing. Others try to breathe life into things, 
like church programs, that have been around too long 
and yet, no one is brave enough to bury it! So today, 
this Sunday before a New Year begins, we have an 
opportunity to consider what time it might be in our 
lives.

Our sanctuary has been roughly created to resemble 
a clock. Each hour is represented. Now, look on your 
bulletin. You should see a number printed on it. 
Whatever number you have is the hour to which you 
will go to begin. There is something different at every 
hour for you to consider as a possibility for the use 
of your time in the New Year. You will rotate through 
all the hours but here’s the catch: you only get two 
minutes at each station. You will have to think and 
act quickly, because at the end of two minutes, you 
will hear this alarm clock sound. Yes, it’s the alarm 
that signifies your time is up and you must move to 
the next hour. Are you ready? Go to your beginning 
station.

1:00 A Time to be born, and a time to die.
Items: wrist bands with butterfly stickers, pens
Say: When babies are born, they are tagged with their 
identity. Write “child of God” on these wrist bands to 
remind you of the identity you possess as a believer. 
Then, attach a butterfly sticker to remind you that 
Christ will transform you in this New Year just as the 
caterpillar is transformed into a butterfly. Take time 
in this New Year to be born as Christ’s new creation.

2:00 A time to plant and to pluck up.
Items: rice, beans and corn in small bags
Say: We all feel hungry in the course of a day, but 
many people in our world express chronic hunger 
meaning they have no access to food. These bags 
are meant to remind you of the hungry. Display it in a 
prominent place in your kitchen or the table on which 
you eat or in your refrigerator so that in this New 
Year, you will take the time to pray (especially after 
the 21st of each month when resources are gone) and 
take time to bring food to the Greater Birmingham 
Ministries food drive each month.

3:00 A time to kill and a time to heal. A time for 
war and a time for peace.
Items: band aids and pens

Say: No doubt things happen in our lives that kill us a 
little bit at a time: an unkind word, failed relationships, 
immense disappointment. Because scripture tells us 
there is a time to kill and heal AND a time for war and 
peace, this station encourages you to take time to 
heal so that you can be a messenger of peace. Take a 
band aid and wear it. You may want to write or draw 
a symbol of the thing for which you desire healing.

4:00 A time to break down and a time to build 
up.
Items: Legos
Say: The last group built this. It is your task in this New 
Year to break down barriers so that persons may be 
built-up by inclusion to a family of faith. What might 
you build as a symbolic expression of inclusion?

5:00 A time to weep and a time to laugh; A Time 
to mourn and dance.
Item: Wall of Remembrance
Say: We normally stand at this wall to remember those 
for whom we mourn. Today, as a sign of our newness 
and healing, let us not be sad, instead let us share 
some funny and playful memories of the persons 
written on this wall in order to share in laughter.

6:00 A time to love and a time to hate.
Items: notecards and envelopes
Say: It is easy for us to get cross-ways in our 
relationships. Sometimes, restoration can occur if we 
will only take the initiative to reach out in love. Take 
a card and envelope as a reminder that you will take 
the time to reach out in love to another in the New 
Year.

7:00 A time to cast away and to bring together.
Item: puzzle
Your job is put this puzzle together thinking about 
how God brings us together by fitting each piece 
into a larger picture. When finished, you can flip the 
puzzle over to find a message.

8:00 A time to embrace and to refrain from 
embracing.
Items: bowl of ice, paper towels and trash can
Say: ask participants to hold an ice cube in their 
hands. What does this feel like? Would they want 
to continue or to have this experience often? There 
are many reasons to refrain from embracing; normally, 
however, we might refrain when we want to “freeze” 
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someone out (like holding the ice). In this New Year, 
let us strive to embrace others, whether embracing 
them physically or embracing their ideas or …you fill 
in the blank.

9:00 A time to seek and a time to lose.
Item: poster with a seek and find picture
Say: Observe this picture carefully. Can you find (look 
at picture and decide what you want them to search 
for)? To find items when the picture is still and never 
changing is easy. To find people, who are complex, 
in a world that is complex, is much harder. Consider 
who, in this New Year, needs to be found by an act 
of thoughtful kindness by you. How will you take the 
time to seek them out?

10:00 A time to keep and a time to cast away.
Items: pens, paper, bag head
Say: Our words often come out of our mouth before 
we think them through. If only we could cast away 
or take back those words we don’t really mean. In 
this New Year, may we take the time to speak words 
worthy of keeping and then cast away all the others. 
The words you are casting away, place in the top of 
the bag head. Then draw words worthy of keeping 
from the mouth to take with you.

11:00 A time to rend and a time to sew.
Items: wooden hearts with “sewing” thread attached
Say: Pass out the hearts and invite folks to undo 
the previous sewing and then sew the design they 
want as they listen: Relationship often go through 
transitions…some are lovely and some feel as if we 
are ripped open and all of our stuffing is being pulled 
out. Take time to consider how you might untangle a 
difficult situation and then think about how you will 
take the time to mend/sew/stitch together another’s 
heart by offering encouragement or forgiveness. Use 
these to sew a few stitches as your pledge to start a 
time to rend and a time to sew.

12:00 A time for silence and a time for speaking.
Items: none
Say: At most every station, you are being or will be 
asked to think about how you will use your time to 
speak a good word in the New Year. At this station, 
our focus is silence and how to keep silence to prevent 
saying harmful words about how to keep silence to 
be available to God. Stand here and use this silence 
to seek after what God might be speaking to you.

Two minutes is not much time is it? Think about your 
days and how you are often frustrated by there not 
being enough time to get everything done or not 
done well. Maybe your experience was more along 
the lines that the urgency of time brings, such as time 
is slipping away. So, let’s pause a few minutes to think 
quietly about the hours you just experienced and how 
they resonate within your spirit. The various stations 
are listed in your bulletin, if you need to revisit what 
you just experienced, and make a decision about 
what you will make time for in this New Year. Then 
turn to the front of your bulletin and set the clock 
for the time you will use as your deadline. And guess 
what? You have two minutes to do this!
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Jesus is born into a world 
like ours: a world steeped in 
fear. His birth brings direct 

confrontation to the powers of 
darkness and oppression.


